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•

The present study is a timely and strategic effort to compare UNFCCC REDD+ and DFSC with
regard to a spatial linkage of both concepts, especially in the light of the 2020-2030 timeline on
commitments from the public- and the private sector.

•

Besides multiple potential synergies, as for permanence, leakage, and monitoring systems,
subsistence driven deforestation could become a blind spot outside the scope of both concepts
with negative consequences for affected communities.

Background and aims
Transnational REDD+ under the UNFCCC, and deforestationfree supply chains (DFSC) for agricultural commodities from
the private sector, are the two most promising concepts to
tackle global deforestation. Linking both concepts conceptually
and in policy practice could provide for synergies and enable
more effective approaches against global deforestation. To
operationalise such a linkage, a prerequisite is the knowledge
of both concepts’ key characteristics, as well as resulting
similarities and differences. On the basis of an extensive
literature review, we compared both concepts along 13 key
characteristics and deduced policy recommendations for
further political input.
Key findings
The study’s analysis of key characteristics covered technical
aspects (forest definition, monitoring, permanence, leakage,
scale), contributing factors (the drivers commercial and
subsistence agriculture, degradation, opportunity costs, forest
tenure), and characteristics which are mentioned in the
context of increasing the acceptance among those affected:
stakeholder participation, rights of indigenous people, and
environmental co-benefits (provision of ecosystem services,
biodiversity conservation, enhancement of natural resilience).

We found that a spatial linkage of UNFCCC REDD+ and DFSC
provides multiple synergies, e.g. a harmonized forest definition
and an accompanying monitoring system promise financial
synergies and cost savings with potential implications on
reduced opportunity costs of avoided deforestation.
Governmental REDD+ can close several loopholes of DSFC as
permanence and leakage, since they are not inherent parts of
the horizons of business operations. On the other hand, with
focus on agricultural commodities DFSC tackles one of the most
important drivers of deforestation that could not directly be
considered under the REDD+ negotiations. As a challenge, we
identified the resulting pressure on subsistence-driven or illegal
deforestation, which could even be exacerbated under the light
of increased migration resulting from political and
environmental crises. Restricted access to forests and nodeforestation zones can threaten the livelihood and food
security of affected local and migrating communities.
Advice for policy-makers
Concepts aiming to combine DFSC and REDD+ merit more
support of the international community, e.g. in the framework
of international negotiations or public-private partnerships.
However, special attention is required establishing safeguards
for food security and avoiding subsistence-driven deforestation.
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